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Abstract
Vibrational properties of thin dielectric ®lms may be investigated by infrared spectroscopy and high-resolution
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (HREELS). Infrared absorption by dielectric ®lms occurs near the frequencies of
longitudinal optical bulk phonons (Berreman eect); electron energy losses due to Fuchs±Kliewer surface phonons are
observed at similar energies. We report a comparative study of the phonon features of an ultra-thin, well-ordered
aluminum oxide ®lm on NiAl(1 1 0) by infrared re¯ection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and HREELS. At least
fourteen vibrational modes are identi®ed. While the spectra are similar to those expected from macroscopic dielectric
theory, a detailed band assignment will require microscopic lattice dynamical calculations. Metal particles are grown on
the alumina ®lm by vapor deposition of palladium, rhodium, iridium, vanadium, and aluminum. Their sizes, as determined by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), range from few atoms up to several thousand atoms. Infrared
spectroscopy serves to study the impact of the admetals on the oxide phonons. Detailed data on the damping, frequency
shift, and broadening of the most intense oxide phonon as a function of metal exposure are presented, spanning an
exposure range from below 0.01 to several monolayers. Pd induces a red-shift of the phonon mode, while Rh, Ir, V, and
Al initially cause a blue-shift. At larger exposures, most metals induce a shift to lower frequencies. Adsorbed CO and
ethene give rise to further changes of the phonon spectrum. Possible reasons for the observed behavior are discussed. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Infrared absorption spectroscopy; Dielectric phenomena; Nucleation; Carbon monoxide; Ceramic thin ®lms; Clusters;
Insulating ®lms; Metal±insulator interfaces

1. Introduction
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Phonon spectra of many crystalline oxide ®lms
in vacuum have been studied by high-resolution
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [1,2].
By infrared spectroscopy, a much higher spectral
resolution might be attained than that available
in HREELS. To our knowledge, however, such
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infrared studies are lacking. Only a single experiment performed under ambient conditions and
thus ill-de®ned surface properties has been reported [3,4].
The use of infrared spectroscopy for the study of
oxide ®lms has mainly been driven by technological applications, focusing on amorphous or polycrystalline ®lms. It enables the characterization of
oxide scales on corroded metals and alloys with a
thickness in the micrometer regime [5±7] as well as
of nanometer-thick oxide ®lms relevant as gate
dielectrics in metal-oxide-semiconductor transistors [8,9]. Motivated by, e.g., their use in solar
absorbers, also metal-oxide composites known as
cermets have been studied by infrared spectroscopy
[10±13].
Both thickness and composition of oxide ®lms
are accessible by monitoring the position and intensity of infrared features at the transverse optical
(TO) and longitudinal optical (LO) phonon frequencies. In this, use is made of the Berreman effect: While in bulk dielectrics infrared absorption
only occurs at the frequencies of their TO phonon
modes, in transmission and re¯ection spectra of
dielectric ®lms taken with p-polarized light at an
oblique angle, structures near the positions of the
LO phonon modes are observed as well [14,15].
This phenomenon is due to surface charges generated by vibrations polarized normal to the surface
[14]. For thick ®lms, detailed connections between
infrared optical properties and vibrational modes
may be established in terms of macroscopic lattice
dynamics and dielectric continuum theory [16,17].
Microscopic lattice dynamics shows that prominent features near the TO and LO frequencies still
dominate the infrared spectra [17] (and electronenergy-loss spectra [18]) of slabs as thin as 1±2 nm.
Aside from the oxide ®lm thickness [9,19,20],
also metal inclusions [3,4,13] have occasionally
been observed to in¯uence the position of phonon
infrared bands. However, this has not been studied
in detail.
Similar observations of metal-induced phonon
shifts were made in several HREELS studies of
metal deposits on oxide surfaces [21±23] and thin
®lms [24,25]. Such data should be comparable to
infrared spectra, as HREELS in the dipole scattering regime is based on the same fundamental
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photon absorption mechanism as infrared spectroscopy [26]. For Pd/TiO2 [23], Ag/MgO [25], Cu/
ZnO [22], and Cu/MgO (where the Cu is oxidized
to Cu2 O) [21], adlayer-induced red-shifts occurred,
while for Ni/Al2 O3 [24] two out of three phonon
losses were blue-shifted. However, the limited spectral resolution in most such studies has precluded a
precise quanti®cation of the metal-induced shift as
a function of metal load.
In view of the clear lack of infrared studies of
ordered oxide ®lms, we performed a detailed infrared re¯ection-adsorption spectroscopy (IRAS)
study of a thin, well-ordered alumina ®lm grown
on a NiAl(1 1 0) surface under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) conditions. The infrared spectrum of the
clean alumina ®lm is compared to HREELS data
of unprecedented quality. We then studied the in¯uence of deposited metal particles on its infrared
phonon spectrum utilizing vapor deposition of Pd,
Rh, Ir, V, and Al, and varying the metal load
across three orders of magnitude. The nucleation
and growth behavior was controlled by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM). Additionally, we
investigated changes due to molecular CO and
ethene chemisorbed on the metal aggregates. The
infrared measurements enable a detailed quanti®cation of the damping, shifting and broadening of
substrate phonons by the adlayers. Possible reasons for the observed behavior are discussed.

2. Experimental
STM and infrared experiments were performed
in a single multi-chamber UHV system (except for
the preparation and STM imaging of the Al deposit, which was performed in a second, similar
UHV system). Its base pressure was below 2 
10 10 mbar. The NiAl(1 1 0) crystal was mounted
on a sample carrier which could be transferred
between the various experimental stages. The crystal temperature was monitored by a NiCr/Ni thermocouple spot-welded to the sample.
STM images were taken with a variable temperature scanning tunneling microscope (Omicron). As the sample transfer system between the
preparation and infrared stage on the one hand
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and the microscope on the other hand was not
equipped with sample cooling facilities, the microscope was also operated at room temperature.
Infrared spectra were acquired with a vacuum infrared spectrometer (Bruker IFS 66v/S). A liquid
nitrogen cooled MCT detector was used to detect
the p-polarized light re¯ected from the sample
surface at 84° grazing incidence. Its mid-infrared
sensitivity range extends down to 600 cm 1 . Typically, 1024 scans were accumulated, corresponding
to an accumulation time of 160 s. For the spectrum
of the clean oxide ®lm, 8192 scans were accumulated. The spectral resolution after apodization
was 3.3 cm 1 . The sample temperature during
measurement was 90 K, except for the V deposits
prepared at 300 K, for which the reference and
sample spectra were taken at 300 K.
HREEL spectra were recorded in a dierent
UHV system equipped with a VSI Delta 0.5 instrument (resolution limit: 0:5 meV  4 cm 1 ). In
this chamber, the crystal was spot-welded to
two W rods. A NiCr/Ni thermocouple was used to
monitor the crystal temperature. Data were taken
in specular geometry with an energy resolution of
1:4 meV  11 cm 1 at a primary energy of 5 eV
and an average count rate of 1:2  105 counts/s in
the elastic peak. The step width was 4 cm 1 .
Spectra from eight dierent oxide preparations
were added, resulting in a total accumulation time
of 96 min. The sample temperature during measurement was 90 K.
The alumina ®lm was prepared via oxidation of
NiAl(1 1 0) [27]. After dosage of about 3000 L O2
(1 L  10 6 Torr s) onto the clean NiAl(1 1 0)
single crystal surface at a sample temperature of
550 K, the crystal was brie¯y annealed to temperatures between 1100 and 1300 K. Usually, two
oxidation/annealing cycles were employed to
ensure complete oxidation of the surface. The oxide
quality was checked by STM or by low-energy
electron diraction.
Pd (>99.95%), Rh (>99.9%), Ir (>99.9%), and
V (>99.8%) were evaporated from a rod via electron bombardment. During evaporation the sample was put on a retarding potential to avoid eects
due to metal ions accelerated towards the sample.
Al (>99.999%) was evaporated from a resistively
heated alumina crucible. Flux calibration was

performed with a quartz crystal microbalance as
well as by two-dimensional submonolayer growth
on NiAl(1 1 0) and subsequent STM measurements. Deposition rates varied between 0.11 and
0.45 monolayers (ML) per min (1 ML Pd, Rh, Ir,
V, and Al correspond to 1.53, 1.60, 1.57, 1.54, and
1:41  1015 atoms cm 2 , respectively). To minimize
the time-dependent in¯uence of background gases
on metal nucleation and growth, and thus on the
vibrational properties, for each amount of deposited metal studied the clean oxide surface was prepared afresh.
For the adsorption experiments, the samples
were exposed to CO (AGA, >99.997%) or C2 H4
(AGA, >99.95%), utilizing a pinhole doser. CO
and ethene do not adsorb on the clean oxide ®lm
at 90 K or above [28,29].

3. Results and discussion
First, we present data on the clean alumina ®lm.
We then turn to the metal-modi®ed surface and
®nally to the impact of molecular adsorbates. In
each section, we ®rst discuss structural evidence,
followed by vibrational data.
3.1. Alumina ®lm
An STM image of the alumina ®lm grown on
the NiAl(1 1 0) single crystal surface [27,30] is
presented in Fig. 1. The ®lm exhibits a high degree

  400 A)
 of the alumina ®lm grown
Fig. 1. STM image (775 A
on NiAl(1 1 0). (A±A), (B±B): antiphase domain boundaries,
(A±B): re¯ection domain boundary [31].
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of order and is atomically ¯at [27,30] with a con [32], probably correstant thickness of 5.6 A
sponding to two Al±O layers. It contains no Ni
ions and is most likely oxygen terminated. Phonon
spectra point to a structure similar to c-Al2 O3
[27,33±35] (see below). This is supported by transmission electron microscopy images [36]. The oxygen ions form a nearly hexagonal structure, which
is slightly distorted as revealed by a large rectangular unit cell [27].
The ®lm exhibits a characteristic defect structure [30,37], consisting of (a) a network of line
defects, most notably antiphase domain bound
aries with a characteristic distance of 100±200 A
(Fig. 1, A±A and B±B), but also re¯ection domain
boundaries (Fig. 1, A±B) and substrate steps, and
(b) point defects with a number density of about
1  1013 cm 2 .
In HREELS observations of the alumina ®lm
on NiAl(1 1 0), so far performed at a spectral resolution between 25 and 70 cm 1 , three single loss
peaks at 400±425 cm 1 (m1 ), at 620±635 cm 1 (m2 ),
and±±most intense±±at 870±880 cm 1 (m3 ) were
identi®ed [1,27,33±35]. 2 Based on a comparison
with loss spectra simulated within the framework
of dielectric theory, a ®lm structure similar to
c-Al2 O3 was clearly favored over an a-Al2 O3 -like
structure [1,27,34]. For c-Al2 O3 , the predicted energies are 403, 669, and 917 cm 1 [1]. The failure to
observe a fourth mode, expected around 783 cm 1
[1], may have been due to its very low predicted
intensity. It was pointed out [34] that for the determination of exact alumina ®lm structures more
re®ned optical data would be required, as almost
the same three-phonon spectra are expected for
various transition-phase Al2 O3 ®lms. A structurally well-characterized h-Al2 O3 ®lm [38], being
close in crystal structure to c-Al2 O3 , indeed exhibits a similar loss spectrum as our ®lm [1]. The
presence of a transition-phase Al2 O3 on NiAl(1 1 0)
is thus ®rmly established.
Relying on a macroscopic picture, the loss
peaks have been attributed to Fuchs±Kliewer

2
Note that the spectrum shown in Ref. [27] was recorded
after oxidation with 18 O. Corresponding 16 O data are reported
in Ref. [33].
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phonons [1,27,33]. Such macroscopic surface modes
arise at the surface of a dielectric half-space or
slab [17,39,40]. For a dielectric slab on top of a
metallic substrate, Fuchs±Kliewer loss signals near
the LO frequencies of the corresponding bulk
dielectric are expected [39]. This phenomenon
is analogous to the Berreman eect in infrared
spectroscopy [14,15], i.e. the observation of structures near the positions of the LO phonon
modes in spectra of dielectric ®lms taken at an
oblique angle. An important dierence between
the observation of Fuchs±Kliewer phonons by
HREELS and the Berreman eect in infrared
spectroscopy arises from dierent extents of momentum transfer. In photon absorption, momentum transfer is very small. The band structure is
thus probed in a region where surface lattice vibrations and electromagnetic ®elds are strongly
coupled, i.e. in the regime of surface phonon±
polaritons [16,17]. By contrast, at the much larger
momentum transfers typical for electron scattering a pure phonon picture is sucient. Despite
these dierences, features at similar energies are
expected.
This is indeed the case for the thin alumina ®lm
under consideration, as illustrated by Fig. 2.
In infrared spectra and in very highly resolved
HREEL spectra (11 cm 1 ), both acquired at 90 K,
the most intense structures are located near 420,
620±660, and 860±870 cm 1 . This is fully consistent with data reported previously [1,27,33±35].
Additionally, our spectra reveal a wealth of new
information on the oxide phonons. In the infrared
spectrum (Fig. 2a), the most intense band m3 is
located at 871 cm 1 , possessing a remarkably low
halfwidth of 11±12 cm 1 (at 300 K, its position and
width are 866 and 16 cm 1 , respectively). The m2
mode is resolved into two narrow signals of similar
intensity at 622 and 660 cm 1 . Weak features at
718 cm 1 , at about 851 cm 1 (in the low-energy tail
of the m3 mode) and at 954 cm 1 are newly identi®ed. We also succeeded to identify most of these
features by HREELS (Fig. 2b). A tail at about 805
cm 1 found by HREELS might also be present in
the infrared spectrum; baseline instabilities, however, have not allowed an unambiguous identi®cation. At lower loss energies, many new signals
are identi®ed. A loss feature from the clean
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Fig. 2. (a) Infrared and (b) HREEL spectra of the alumina ®lm recorded at 90 K.

NiAl(1 1 0) surface at 220 cm 1 (not shown) has
disappeared upon oxidation.
Altogether, at least 14 signals are reproducibly
observed at energies below 1000 cm 1 . Their energies and those of three multiple loss features at
higher energies are listed in Table 1.
While the gross spectral behavior of the alumina ®lm is similar to that predicted by macroscopic dielectric theory, its newly identi®ed
phonon bands do not ®t into this picture. Bulk
c-Al2 O3 possesses four infrared active vibrational
modes, so four thin ®lm modes near the LO frequencies of bulk c-Al2 O3 are expected as well [41].
By contrast, at least 14 phonon modes are observed. Relying on macroscopic dielectric theory,
this points to a deviating ®lm structure. Indeed,
based on the large size of its unit cell, a distorted
structure was postulated for the ®lm [27]. It should
be kept in mind, however, that even if the ®lm is
very similar to c-Al2 O3 , the overall success in
modeling the vibrational behavior of a stack of
two atomic double layers by a macroscopic theory

Table 1
HREELS loss energies and infrared absorption frequencies
(cm 1 ) observed from the thin alumina ®lm on NiAl(1 1 0) at 90
K. The frequencies of the most prominent signals corresponding to the loss features m1 ; m2 , and m3 reported previously
[1,27,33±35] are underlined
HREELS

IRAS

Single losses

155
265
333
385
419
452
554
620
655
714
805
±
861
947

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
622
660
718
?
851
871
954

Combination losses

1280
1495
1720

±
±
±
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is surprising. While bulk features still contribute
most to the infrared spectra at a thickness of 15
layers [17], in thinner ®lms characteristic microscopic modes may be expected to dominate. The
clear distinction between microscopic modes and
Fuchs±Kliewer phonons possible for thicker slabs
must therefore break down in the present case. A
detailed understanding of the observed phonon
features requires microscopic lattice dynamical
models [17].
In earlier studies, microscopic assignments of
the intense HREELS loss features m1 , m2 , and m3
were indeed attempted. A lattice dynamical calculation for oxygen-terminated Al2 O3 on Al(1 1 1),
containing only two O layers just as our ®lm,
pointed to out-of-phase modes between the surface
and the subsurface Al±O layer (m1 ), between the
surface Al and O planes (m2 ) and between the
subsurface Al and O planes (m3 ) [42]. A dierent
proposal, from an experimental study of both thin
and thick alumina ®lms, assigned the features to
stretching vibrations of neighboring Al±O planes
(m1 ), to a group of stretching vibrations between
tetrahedrally coordinated Al cations and their
four nearest O neighbors (m2 ), and to a group of
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stretching vibrations between octahedrally coordinated Al cations and their six nearest O neighbors (m3 ) [34,35]. The latter authors pointed out
that for c-Al2 O3 two slightly dierent sets of Al±O
bonds exist in the tetrahedron geometry and three
in the octahedron geometry. According to their
assignment, a splitting of the m2 feature into two
and of the m3 feature into three bands might
therefore be expected [34,35]. While we indeed
observe two bands of similar intensity near m2 , only
one intense band dominates at m3 . However, this
is not necessarily incompatible, as the vibrational
dynamic dipole moments and thus the band intensities are not predicted. More detailed calculations will be required for a reliable structural
assignment.
3.2. Metal deposits
The STM images in Fig. 3 illustrate the metal
nucleation and growth behavior on the alumina
®lm for Pd, Rh, and Ir at 90 K (top) and for Pd,
Rh, Ir, V, and Al at 300 K (bottom). When deposited at room temperature, Pd and Rh nucleate at oxide line defects. All other deposits are

  1000 A)
 recorded after deposition of submonolayer metal exposures onto the thin
Fig. 3. Room-temperature STM images (1000 A
alumina ®lm: Pd, Rh, and Ir deposited at 90 K (top) and Pd, Rh, Ir, V, and Al deposited at 300 K (bottom). The line protrusions are
domain boundaries of the oxide ®lm.
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distributed nearly isotropically, nucleating also
within the oxide domains. Three-dimensional particles are formed in all cases [43].
In conjunction with our previous work on nucleation and growth on the alumina ®lm [37,43±
45], three types of metal nucleation site may be
distinguished: (a) the oxide line defects, constituting the deepest potential wells for metal adatoms
(Pd and Rh at 300 K), (b) point defects (Pd and Rh
at 90 K; Ir, V, and possibly Al, at 300 K), and (c)
surface sites between the point defects, possibly
regular oxide sites, exerting the weakest in¯uence
on the metal atoms (Ir at 90 K). In the exposure
regime studied, from 0.006 up to 6 ML, this nucleation behavior renders average particle sizes
between few atoms and several thousand atoms
accessible [37,43±45].
Metal nucleation is determined by the relation
between the thermal energy of diusing adatoms
and the metal±oxide interaction strength at possible

nucleation sites. The lower the substrate temperature, and the stronger the metal±oxide interaction,
the more nuclei are formed. For the metals under
consideration in the present study, the tendency
to form a large number of nuclei rises according
to Pd < Rh < Ir  V 6 Al [37,43,44]. This order
roughly correlates with a rising reactivity, as, e.g.,
given by their heats of oxide formation [46] (per
mole of oxygen [47]). Under the experimental
conditions employed in the phonon studies discussed below, we have indications that submonolayer amounts of V and Al are partially oxidized
[43].
We now turn to the impact of the metal deposits
onto the oxide vibrations. Fig. 4a shows a series
of infrared spectra of the oxide ®lm in the region
of its most intense phonon mode m3 for the clean
®lm (bottom) and for increasing Rh exposures at
90 K. The signal initially at 871 cm 1 ®rst moves
to higher wavenumbers by about 1 cm 1 , then to

Fig. 4. (a) Infrared spectra of the alumina ®lm in the region of its most intense phonon mode m3 for the clean ®lm (bottom) and after
exposing the ®lm to increasing amounts of Rh at 90 K. (b) Infrared spectra of the alumina ®lm in the region of its most intense phonon
mode m3 for the clean ®lm (bottom), after exposing the ®lm to 0.11 ML Rh at 90 K (center) and after subsequent annealing to 500 K
(top). All spectra were recorded at 90 K.
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lower wavenumbers by up to 10 cm 1 . Concomitantly, it is damped and broadened. The weak
signal at 954 cm 1 (Fig. 4a) and the m2 bands at 622
and 660 cm 1 (not shown) also disappear upon
metal deposition. The overlap of the former signal
with the high-frequency tail of m3 and the comparatively high noise level in the region near 635
cm 1 preclude a reliable quanti®cation of intensities and positions already at intermediate metal
exposures. However, the signal at 954 cm 1 appears to be attenuated somewhat faster than the
other features. For the bands at 954 and 660 cm 1 ,
the data indicate small shifts to lower frequencies,
while the position of the signal at 622 cm 1 seems
to remain unaected.
Heating a low Rh exposure to 500 K has similar
consequences as a higher metal load: a damping, a
shift, and a broadening of the mode m3 (Fig. 4b).
Morphological changes by such a thermal treat-
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ment are small [43]. The particle number density
stays nearly constant, only single Rh atoms diuse
to larger aggregates [48]. Minute modi®cations at
the metal±oxide interface, such as a thermally induced rearrangement of interface Rh atoms into
energetically more favorable sites, must therefore
be responsible for the observed spectral changes.
At the surface of the Rh particles, a local ordering
process upon heating to 500 K has in fact been
detected [48].
Series of infrared spectra for increasing metal
exposures were recorded for Rh, Pd, and Ir deposited at 90 K and for Rh, Pd, Ir, V, and Al
deposited at 300 K. In Fig. 5, characteristic parameters of the most intense oxide phonon mode
m3 Ðits integrated intensity and its position relative
to those of the clean oxide ®lm, and its halfwidthÐare plotted as a function of metal exposure
for metals deposited at 90 K (top) and at 300 K

Fig. 5. Integrated intensity relative to the clean oxide ®lm, wavenumber shift relative to the clean oxide ®lm, and halfwidth (FWHM,
full width at half maximum) of the most intense alumina infrared band m3 as a function of metal exposure. Top: Pd, Rh, and Ir
deposited at 90 K. Bottom: Pd, Rh, Ir, V, and Al deposited at 300 K. All spectra were recorded at 90 K, except for those for V
deposited at 300 K, which were recorded at 300 K. Due to their limited comparability, the halfwidths for V deposited at 300 K are
omitted.
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(bottom). 3 To render eects in all exposure regimes between 0.006 and 6 ML equally visible, a
semi-logarithmic plot was chosen. Data at even
larger Rh coverages were also taken. However, for
these ®lms, which are presumably closed, the attenuation and broadening is too strong to allow a
reliable determination of the characteristic phonon
parameters.
First, we turn to the integrated intensity of the
m3 band (Fig. 5, left). All metals attenuate the
phonon in a qualitatively similar way. There are,
however, notable dierences: At 90 K, the band
intensity diminishes linearly with rising Pd or Rh
exposure up to coverages of about 3 ML, as a
linear plot clearly reveals; for Ir, by contrast, the
intensity remains constant up to an exposure of 1.5
ML and only then drops to values similar to those
of Rh and Pd deposits. The attenuation by Al and
V, at 300 K, proceeds slightly faster than that by
Pd, Rh, and Ir. Taking into account all available
data, the in¯uence of the ®ve metals under consideration appears to increase according to Ir <
Pd  Rh < Al < V.
Concerning the phonon frequency (Fig. 5, center), dierences between the metals are much more
dramatic. Pd induces a red-shift which, at 90 K, is
roughly proportional to the metal exposure up to a
coverage of about 2 ML. Rh and Ir show the same
behavior, after a tiny initial wave number increase
in the 90 K case. For V deposited at 300 K, a very
clear cross-over from blue-shift to red-shift at an
exposure of about 1 ML is observed. Finally, Al
deposition increases the phonon frequency in the
whole coverage regime studied. In the low-coverage
regime, the phonon frequency at a given metal exposure rises according to Pd < Ir 6 Rh < V  Al.
At large exposures, all metals (except, possibly, for
Al) induce a red-shift of the oxide phonon.
The phonon halfwidth (Fig. 5, right) increases in
all cases, the impact of Al being larger than that of
Pd, Rh, and Ir.
We would like to start the discussion by listing
phenomena which may be responsible for spectral

3
The halfwidths after V deposition are omitted, as these
data were determined at 300 K and may therefore not be
directly comparable to the other data.

changes such as the ones described above. First,
we focus on macroscopic eects and on metal±
oxide interaction phenomena not requiring intimate contact between overlayer and substrate:
± The response of metal conduction electrons to
the incoming infrared light modi®es the electromagnetic ®eld transmitted to the dielectric and
thus the spectral behavior of the surface. Percolated or closed metallic overlayers may exhibit a
substantial infrared absorptance [49] and re¯ectance [50] already at a thickness of few nanometers, thereby eciently screening the substrate.
This leads to a vanishing infrared absorption in the
oxide layer, i.e. an attenuation of its phonon
modes [50]. A simple description of such phenomena may be based on the macroscopic dielectric properties of the substances involved. Indeed,
the infrared properties of metal-oxide composites
in the phonon region have been qualitatively
modeled by eective-medium theories deriving a
dielectric function of a mixed medium from those
of its constituents [10±13]. Size-dependent electronic properties of small particles or thin ®lms
[49], or even the atomic nature of matter, are neglected in this way.
± The absorption cross-section for the excitation of lattice vibrations by infrared light is governed by the vibrational dynamic dipole moment
of the absorber. If a dielectric substrate is covered
by a metallic overlayer, the dynamic dipoles of
its phonon modes will induce image dipoles in
the metal conduction electron gas. This screening
changes their absorption cross-section. Several
authors [23,51±53] have held this type of dielectric screening responsible for intensity changes of
Fuchs±Kliewer phonon losses in HREELS by
metal deposits on oxide surfaces [21±23,51,54±56],
oxide ®lms [25,57±60], and semiconductor substrates [52,53]. Closed metal ®lms [52,59,60] attenuate the substrate modes much more eciently
than three-dimensional aggregates [22,23,25]. Adsorbed gases, reducing the metallic character of the
metal ®lm, may reverse an admetal-induced damping [55,59], supporting a dielectric picture.
± Image dipoles may also aect band positions
and halfwidths. As is well-known from molecular
adsorbates on metal surfaces [61], the coupling of
the vibrational dipole with its own image induces a
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red-shift. Scattering of conduction electrons
screening a vibrating dipole might reduce its lifetime and thus raise the absorption halfwidth.
± The oxide phonons could couple with phonon
modes of the metal, leading to a frequency shift
and broadening. However, metal phonons lie substantially lower in energy than the alumina phonon m3 under discussion [62] and multiphonon
processes are improbable. Signi®cant eects due to
such a coupling are therefore unlikely in the present case.
Metal±substrate interactions operative at much
shorter distances may be relevant as well. Such
eects have been invoked to explain, e.g., dierent
impacts of a deposit onto microscopic surface and
subsurface oxide vibrations, respectively, as observed by HREELS [24,57]:
± A mass attached to a vibrating system, such as
metal on a dielectric surface, may cause a detuning
of the vibration.
± If a molecule vibrates close to a metal surface,
it experiences a ``wall eect'' [63] due to the Pauli
repulsion between its own electrons and those of
the metal, causing a blue-shift. This may also be
expected to occur for a dielectric ®lm covered by a
metal layer.
± Chemical interactions, i.e. changes in chemical
bonding, at the interface may modify the vibrational properties of the system. Even slight induced anharmonicities of the oxide ion potentials
may cause coupling between dierent substrate
phonons, leading to frequency shifts and changes
in halfwidth. Also charge ¯ow between dierent
orbitals during a vibrational period may have to be
considered.
± The metal in¯uences the degree of surface
order, giving rise to phonon-defect scattering.
Most notably, thermally induced metal diusion
through an oxide ®lm has been shown to diminish
its phonon intensities [24]. However, even metal
particles on top of a structurally and chemically
unaected oxide introduce spatial heterogeneity
into the system which might lead to a broadening
of phonon bands.
± Oxide vibrations interacting with the metal
electron gas may induce electron±phonon scattering. This reduces phonon lifetimes and thus
broadens the corresponding absorption bands.
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Concerning our infrared data for metal deposits
on Al2 O3 /NiAl(1 1 0), an attempt to provide a
full explanation based on a purely macroscopic
phenomenon must fail. This follows from the observation of a substantial thermally induced damping, frequency shift, and broadening of the m3
mode (Fig. 4b), despite negligible morphological
changes of the Rh deposit. This shows that atomic
details of the metal±oxide interface are relevant.
At large metal exposures, on the other hand, dielectric considerations certainly play an important
part. To judge which properties of the admetals
are responsible for the observed behavior, we shall
now discuss our exposure-dependent data (Fig. 5)
in more detail. We ®rst take a closer look at the
phonon intensity and then move on to its frequency and its halfwidth.
Most deposits reduce the phonon intensity (Fig.
5, left) already at intermediate exposures. We note
that Pd and Rh at 90 and 300 K, and Ir at 300 K,
nucleate at oxide point or line defects; at an exposure of 1.5 ML this results in particles consisting of
170 up to 3000 atoms [37,44] which are certainly
metallic. In contrast with these deposits, 1.5 ML Ir
grown at 90 K leave the phonon intensity unaffected. This correlates with the nucleation behavior: As Ir nucleates between the point defects
at 90 K, smaller aggregates are formed. Such a
deposit will have a reduced metallic screening capability. For Pd, Rh, and Ir, our observations
therefore indicate a metallic screening mechanism
at intermediate to high metal exposures.
V and Al cause a somewhat faster initial attenuation than Pd, Rh, and Ir. Judged by their
heats of oxide formation [46] per mole of oxygen
[47], V and Al are also by far the most reactive
metals. Indeed, submonolayer amounts of V and
Al on our alumina support are partially oxidized
[43]. It is thus likely that their stronger in¯uence on
the phonon intensity at low exposures is due to a
chemical perturbation of the oxide ®lm.
The phonon frequency (Fig. 5, center) in the lowexposure regime (around 0.1 ML) is reduced only
by Pd. The frequency is slightly increased by Ir and
Rh, while V and Al lead to pronounced blue-shifts
(see lower center panel). The phonon frequency
thus rises according to Pd < Ir 6 Rh < V  Al.
This roughly correlates both with a decreasing d
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orbital or d band population of these elements
[64], consistent with dielectric phenomena, and
with a rising reactivity [46], which would indicate
chemical eects. We note that previous HREELS
observations of oxide phonon energies at low
metal coverages best support the second correlation [46]: Pd appeared to induce a downshift [23],
with Cu the frequency initially remained constant
[22], for Ni an upshift of two phonon bands was
found (at an uncalibrated but supposedly low Ni
exposure) [24]. From our observations, a dominant contribution to the frequency shift by mechanical detuning can be ruled out: Ir has by far
the highest atomic mass of all elements considered,
while it induces shifts similar to those of Pd and
Rh.
At higher exposures (around 1 ML), a crossover from a blue-shift to a red-shift by Rh, Ir, and
V occurs. This indicates that a dierent phenomenon now dominates the spectral behavior. For Al,
there are no data available. Red-shifts were also
observed previously by HREELS for Pd [23], Ag
[25], and Cu [22]; only Ni [24] induced a blue-shift.
A metallic character of the adlayer seems not to be
required for the red-shift at intermediate coverages, as a signi®cant shift to lower frequencies after
deposition of 1.5 ML Ir at 90 K shows.
At 90 K, the phonon halfwidth (Fig. 5, right)
increases similarly upon deposition of Pd, Rh, and
Ir. Substantial broadening occurs at exposures
above 1 ML. At 300 K, the halfwidth increases
according to Pd < Rh < Ir. For these metals, the
particle number density, and thus also the fraction
of the surface covered by metal, increases in the
same order. Al exhibits a nucleation behavior
similar to that of Ir and induces a rapid broadening, too. It therefore seems that the extent of
broadening is related to the metal±oxide contact
area, pointing to phonon-defect scattering. Again,
microscopic properties of the interface play a part:
A small number of Rh particles prepared at room
temperature lead to a stronger broadening than a
low-temperature deposit forming more nuclei. A
reduced phonon lifetime due to electron±phonon
scattering is probably not the cause of the observed broadening: The halfwidth would then be
expected to rise with rising density of states near
the Fermi level; this quantity increases according

to Al < Ir < Rh < Pd [64], which is not the order
we observe.
3.3. Adsorbates
Adsorbed molecules on the metal particles may
be used to modify the properties of the metals and
to correlate this with changes in the phonon spectra. Concerning morphology, CO and ethene leave
the metal aggregates unaected in the pressure regime employed in this study. While electron diffraction pointed to a spreading of the Rh particles
upon CO adsorption [65], this was not con®rmed
by our later studies [37]. However, chemisorption
will change the electronic structure of the metal
particles.
Series of phonon spectra for increasing metal
exposures were recorded for metals deposited at
90 K and then gas-saturated at the same temperature. We studied CO-saturated Rh, Pd, and Ir
particles and ethene-saturated Pd particles. In
Fig. 6, the characteristic parameters of the most
intense oxide phonon mode m3 are plotted (shaded
symbols) as a function of metal exposure for CO
adsorption (top) and for ethene adsorption (bottom). The data of the clean deposits are given for
comparison (white symbols). For clarity, the gasinduced changes in intensity, wavenumber, and
halfwidth with respect to the metal-modi®ed surface are given in Fig. 7 (CO: shaded symbols;
ethene: white symbols).
The following trends are identi®ed: The phonon
intensity (Figs. 6 and 7, left) increases upon gas
saturation. At very low Rh and Ir exposures
(below about 0.04 and 0.1 ML, respectively), CO
slightly raises the phonon frequency (Figs. 6 and 7,
center), while at higher exposures a red-shift relative to the pure metal deposit occurs. For CO on
Rh, this shift reaches 5 cm 1 . By contrast, ethene
on Pd induces a blue-shift compared to the clean
metal particles. Concerning the phonon halfwidth
(Figs. 6 and 7, right), for CO adsorption no clear
trend is established. Ethene on Pd leads to a narrowing relative to the clean metal deposit.
In our discussion of the clean metal deposits
(Section 3.2), two properties of the adlayer were
identi®ed as possible parameters governing the
phonon intensity : its reactivity, mainly at low metal
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Fig. 6. Integrated intensity relative to the clean oxide ®lm, wavenumber shift relative to the clean oxide ®lm, and halfwidth of the
alumina infrared band m3 as a function of metal exposure after metal deposition at 90 K (white symbols) and after gas saturation at the
same temperature (shaded symbols). Top: CO adsorption on Pd, Rh, and Ir deposits. Bottom: ethene adsorption on Pd deposits.

Fig. 7. Gas-induced change in integrated intensity, wavenumber, and halfwidth of the alumina infrared band m3 relative to the metalmodi®ed oxide ®lm as a function of metal exposure. Shaded symbols: CO adsorption on Pd, Rh, and Ir deposits. White symbols:
ethene adsorption on Pd deposits.

exposures, and its metallicity. The partial lifting of
the damping by CO and ethene (Figs. 6 and 7, left)
might be related to either cause. For small particles, the metal±oxide interaction strength may be

weakened by the chemisorbates due to bond order
conservation. According to our correlation between reactivity and intensity, an increase in phonon intensity is then expected. At larger metal
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exposures a dielectric phenomenon is more likely:
adsorbed CO draws electrons from most transition
metals [66] and localizes metal electrons in forming
a chemical bond. This reduces the number of
conduction electrons and thus metallic screening.
Such a metal-to-nonmetal transition of Na/Cr2 O3
was invoked previously to explain adsorbateinduced phonon intensity changes observed by
HREELS [59]. On our thin alumina ®lm, ethene
transfers net charge into the Pd particles [29].
However, electron localization may still occur.
Taking into account the electron withdrawal by
CO, the blue-shift found for the smallest Rh and Ir
particles (Figs. 6 and 7, center) supports our correlation between a decreasing number of d electrons in the adlayer and a rising phonon frequency.
The data at higher coverages and the halfwidth
data are not easily rationalized by simple models.
4. Summary and conclusion
Utilizing infrared and HREEL spectroscopy,
we have recorded the phonon spectrum of a thin
alumina ®lm on a NiAl(1 1 0) single crystal surface.
To our knowledge, this represents the ®rst infrared
study of a well-ordered oxide ®lm under UHV
conditions. Very narrow signals are observed, re¯ecting its high degree of order. The energies of the
most intense features correspond to three out of
four LO frequencies of bulk c-Al2 O3 . In addition, the high spectral resolution attained with
both methods enabled new phonon features to be
identi®ed, raising the total number of observed
modes to at least 14. Microscopic lattice dynamical
calculations will be required for a structural assignment of the observed signals to vibrational
modes of the thin ®lm.
Metal particles were then prepared on the oxide
surface by vapor deposition of Pd, Rh, Ir, V, and
Al. Controlling the metal exposure and the substrate temperature, particles with sizes ranging
from below ten atoms up to several thousand
atoms were grown. The metal deposits induce a
damping, a frequency shift, and a broadening of
the most intense oxide phonon infrared band initially located at 871 cm 1 . Frequency shifts by up
to 15 cm 1 were observed. Adsorbed CO and

ethene lead to further changes of the phonon
spectrum.
A substantial number of dielectric and microscopic phenomena could be responsible for the
observed changes. Our data provide an indication
as to their relative importance, which varies with
the amount of material deposited.
At low metal exposures, the intensity data for
clean and CO-saturated particles point to the extent of perturbation at the metal±oxide interface
determining the extent of phonon damping. This
phenomenon is related to the reactivity of the
admetals. At larger exposures, dielectric screening
is likely to be more important. This may either
occur via screening of the incoming infrared light
by the metal or via dynamic dipoles of the oxide
phonons inducing image dipoles in the metallic
adlayer.
The phonon frequency increases according to
Pd < Ir 6 Rh < V  Al at low metal exposures.
While Pd causes a red-shift, the other metals induce a blue-shift. Our frequency data, including
those after CO-saturation, correlate with the d
orbital or d band occupation of the admetals. As
bourne out by an annealing experiment, also interface eects play a part. By contrast, mechanical
detuning as a primary cause is ruled out. At higher
metal exposures, a cross-over to a red-shift is
observed for Ir, Rh, and V. A new phenomenon
seems to govern the spectral behavior in this
regime.
The phonon halfwidth rises with increasing
metal±oxide contact area and increasing perturbation at the interface. Electron±phonon scattering is not the main cause of phonon broadening. It
rather originates from phonon-defect scattering
due to the heterogeneity introduced by the metal
deposits.
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